Appendix 6
Sample 2/1
Improper Paragraph Division

In a three-paragraph topic (at least) write about the situation in Gaza Strip under the Israeli occupation, the present situation under the auspices of Palestinian National Authority PNA and your future expectations.

(Write No less than 200 words)

Actually, writing such a subject requires a lot of time but we can summarize the main points, including various dimensions concerning the Israeli occupation and its effects on the Palestinians in general and on the Gaza Strip in particular. No one can ignore that Gaza Strip is one of the other territories in Palestine which has been suffering from siege, occupation, and all types of pressures by Israeli forces for the sake of destruction those who are unarmed people. In other words, in spite of all those means that aim to destroy and demolish everything related to Palestinians and violation their lands, it can be said that Palestinians are capable of defense their homeland by all means of resistance. As for the present situation in Gaza Strip, nowadays, it is actually very difficult because of distress, tribulations, and adversity in which Palestinian people still encounter and of course, all that had many bad effects on the whole sides of their life including: economy, agriculture, industry, etc. If we talk only about the Israeli crimes pertaining to the agriculture sector, we would obviously realize how much yields, harvests, outputs, and productions were destroyed absolutely by Israeli forces.
not only that, but also helps move to another...dimension which is the great deal of sacrifice...even by...palestinian people against...Israel...including the...huge...amount...of...martyrs...who presented...their...selves...and...themselves...for...the...sake...of...palestine.

In addition to...those who...have...become...handicapped...and...disable...because...of...the...different...kind...of...Israeli...aggression against...the...whole...palestinians...And...Finally,...I...would...like to talk about...the...present...situation...under...the...anxiety of...P.N.A...which...also...encounters...so...much...difficulties...and...challenges...in...order...to...control...everything...In...my...own...opinion...I...expect...that...the...coming...days...would...be...better...in...case...of...the...cooperation...unity...and...all...other...figures of...harmony...and...coordination...among...the...palestinians...as...a...whole...as...governments...people...and...also...the...different...parties...to...be...one...hand...united...in...the...face...of...what...called...Israeli...occupation...and...make...our...purpose...to...be...how...to...liberate...our...homeland...and...seeking...seriously...to...set...rid...of...those...who...occupied...our...holy...places...all...over...palestine...then...at...that...time...we...will...be...able...to...live...in...the...shade...of...freedom,...independence,...and...stability...